huntington library quarterly | vol. 79, no. 4 533 , inquiry into texts and information, and the networks by which they circulated throughout early modern England, has increased sharply, and on a vast scale. The British civil wars are often identified as the moment when "the press became responsive to current affairs" to a significant degree. 1 Yet decades earlier, Elizabeth's subjects had displayed an ever-increasing appetite for publications that discussed topical events both within and beyond their own kingdom, although domestic news was treated with greater caution than reports of events from further afield. 2 Since commentary on Elizabeth's marriage caused one pamphleteer to lose his hand, any apprehension about domestic reportage felt by members of the While news from abroad has attracted increasing attention from scholars studying the print market in England, little attention has been paid thus far to the presence of Scottish texts in England-with the notable exception of James VI's marketing campaign. This essay shows that the availability of Scottish news mirrored the acceptability of events in Scotland to the Elizabethan regime. At times, therefore, it was Scotland's very proximity that caused coverage of its news to be limited in the London press-in the same manner as domestic news. A study of the Scottish presence in the English print market also has ramifications for our understanding of the Edinburgh trade, and this essay identifies a number of items with a likely Scottish provenance that appeared in England, but for which there is no Scottish edition extant.
the course of the sixteenth century, chronicles or histories nevertheless could provide information about the recent as well as the distant past. 13 The Historie of Scotland included in Holinshed's Chronicles is perhaps the best example of an English chronicle covering recent events in Scotland. 14 Indeed, since chronicles-including Holinsheddiaries, and histories often drew on or even incorporated ballads or pamphlets in their entirety, the relationship between these types of works was extremely close. 15 For the purposes of this essay, "news publications" have been defined as primarily, but not necessarily exclusively, those that provided an account of events that had taken place within the previous year. 16 Thus, chronicles or histories, which were chiefly concerned with past events, are not included, while the majority of items discussed below take the form of ballads or pamphlets.
Before examining these border-crossing texts, it is important to consider the language in which Scottish books were encountered by English readers. By the early sixteenth century, English readers had acquired a taste for Scots poetry, an appetite equally visible in James VI's reign. 17 Nevertheless, English readers of printed editions of Scots works rarely read the text as penned by the author, since it was usual practice to anglicize Scots texts for a southern audience. Throughout this period, monoglot English readers had a range of translated texts available for their perusal, and while some of these advertised their international credentials, translation often obscured a text's foreign origins. 18 Since it was widely acknowledged that Scots was much like northern English, an avowed concern for comprehension can offer only a partial explanation for "translating" Scots. 19 In translating, or, more tellingly, as some Englishmen put it, "correcting" Scots works, English authors were doubtless attempting to express lin - 14. For the material on which Holinshed based his account, see Henry Summerson, "Sources: 1577" and "Sources: 1587, " both in The Oxford Handbook of Holinshed's "Chronicles, " ed. Paulina Kewes, Ian W. Archer, and Felicity Heal (Oxford, 2013) , 61-76 at 75, and 77-92 at 91, respectively; and Amy Blakeway, "A New Source for Holinshed's 1577 'Hystorie of Scotland,'" Notes and Queries 62 (2015) : 53-56. 15. For example, see Raphael Holinshed, The Description and Historie of Scotland, in Chronicles of England, Scotlande, and Irelande (London, 1587), 446-48. 16. The criteria of "making available to the public" and "topicality" are two of those applied to define the emergent newspapers of the later period; see Raymond, "News, " 380. 17. Bawcutt, "Crossing the Border, " 59-60; and Deirdre Serjeantson, ''English Bards and Scotch Poetics: Scotland's Literary Influence and Sixteenth-Century English Religious Verse, " in Literature and the Scottish Reformation, ed. Crawford Gribben and David George Mullan (Farnham, U.K., 2009), 161-89. 18. Randall, English Military News Pamphlets, xvi-xvii. For an overview of translations in the English print market in this period, see S. K. Barker, "'Newes Lately come': European News Books in Translation, " in Renaissance Cultural Crossroads: Translation, Print, and Culture in Britain, 1473-1640, ed. Barker and Brenda M. Hosington (Leiden, 2013), 227-44. guis tic superiority, but in so doing simultaneously revealed their in securities about the suitability of their own vernacular as a literary language. 20 Nevertheless, taking the trouble to translate, and then publish, an item reveals a belief in its merits and confidence that these will be recognized by others who will purchase the item.
The English editions of works of two Scots authors, Sir David Lindsay and Robert Henryson, contain revealing paratextual material produced by their English editors. Lindsay was undoubtedly the most popular Scots author in England during the latter part of the sixteenth century. During the period under consideration here, Lindsay's Dialogue betuix Experience and a Courteour, otherwise known as the Monarche, ran to four English editions, the first emerging in 1563 from the same press that had earlier published his "Tragedie of the Cardinal. " 21 Intriguingly, two editions of the Dialogue,"bothe in englessh and skottesh, " were licensed in 1566, although no copy of the Scots edition survives. 22 Whether this was printed or not, and its purpose, if it was, remain uncertain: was it intended for an expatriate community, for export to Scotland, or for a market among English readers? The three extant editions each contained four other poems by Lindsay: the "Tragedie of the Cardinal, " "The Dream, " the "Deploration of the Death of Queen Madeline, " and the "Testament of the Popinjay"; those of 1575 and 1581 contained a further work, "The Complaynte and Publique Confession of the Kings Olde Hou[n]d Called Bagsche." 23 Although these publications were posthumous, Lindsay had also enjoyed success south of the border during his lifetime: the earliest extant edition of Lindsay's "Tragedie of the Cardinal" was issued by William Seres's London press in 1548. This probably drew on a now-lost Scots original, although it is highly unlikely that Lindsay had endorsed this English edition. 24 Seres's later publication of Lindsay's Dialogue suggests that the "Tragedie of the Cardinal" had already enjoyed commercial success.
In the three extant English editions of the Dialogue, the piece was shorn of its original prologue, a topical discussion of Scotland's circumstances in the early 1550s that made a direct address to the then governor, James Hamilton, Duke of Châtel -herault, and his half-brother, John Hamilton, archbishop of St. Andrews. The editorial decision to omit it nicely demonstrates the broader point that highly topical works, such "newes from scotland" in england 537 as news, could expect a shorter shelf life than other printed material. 25 On viewing the title page, English readers were instead introduced to the author as "a man of great learning and science" and received reassurance that his work, first compiled in the "Schottische tounge, " was now "newlie corrected and made perfite Englische. " 26 Lindsay's prologue was replaced with a newly penned "Epistle" to the reader that opened with a reference to Plato, the "Prince of Philosophers, " who had lived and written for the benefit of other people, and had provided worthy counsel to both "straungers studious in vertue, as of his owne nation. " The "Epistle" then stated as a general rule that those authors who provided "as it were a glasse" a record of their own time deserved "first to be registered in the book of fame. " 27 Moving from the general to the specific, the epistle then furnished readers with a slightly embellished account of Lindsay's biographical details, claiming that he "had his childhod furnished with good letters, as that he was playfellowe with the Prince, " before spending his youth and subsequent life in service at court. 28 When Lindsay entered the service of the future James V as his usher in 1512, he was about twenty-six, and although he had been a playmate of the young James, he was not, as the prologue implies, a fellow noble child brought up in his household, but a servant, albeit a highly trusted one. 29 By playing fast and loose with biographical accuracy, this paratextual apparatus was able to argue that Lindsay's learning and qualities of character and birth enabled him, like Plato, to overcomeeven if only partially-the misfortune of not being English.
In title page boasted that his edition was superior, since it was "newlie corectit . . . fra mony Errouris quhilkis war ouer sene in the last prenting. " 31 Lekpreuik's edition did, as his rival publisher claimed, miss out whole verses. 32 Bassandyne's publication was also a more ornate affair than Lekpreuik's, featuring two different typefaces and two woodcuts, one depicting a hunchbacked Aesop surrounded by images from his fables, apparently designed to echo earlier Continental woodcuts of the subject, and the other illustrating the first tale, the "Cock and the Jasp [Gem] . " 33 Smith's translation included the verses missed by Lekpreuik but included by Bassandyne, suggesting that the latter was his source text.
Smith remains an obscure character. This seems to be his only extant literary effort, but he was evidently a man of good taste, since he was aware of the merit of Henryson's text, pronouncing it "verie eloquent and full of gret inuention." Having attempted to translate the Fables into English, however, Smith had a crisis of confidence, fearing that he had "very rudely . . . obscured the Authour. " 34 Accordingly, he waited two years to see if anyone else would issue an edition. 35 This should probably be taken with a pinch of self-deprecating salt, but Smith's explanation for the dearth of other efforts is interesting. He wondered "whether most [English] (1593); it is not included in these figures. Three items included here have earliest extant English editions of the same year, as these writers were London based. I have assumed the London edition came first. These are Perkins, Case of Conscience and Government of the Tounge, and Greenham, Fruitful and Godlie Sermon (this was published under a different name in England: ESTC S117895). Henry Smith's collected sermons were published separately in London before the Edinburgh edition. Calvin's Catechism and Musculus's Temporiser are likely to have a Continental source.
to escape the Martin Marprelate scandal. 40 One item, a translation of a French report on the attempted assassination of Henri IV, appeared in both English and Scottish editions in 1595. The Scots edition includes English words such as "Church" in favor of "Kirk, " so it therefore seems likely that the English edition provided the source text for an Edinburgh print run. 41 Twenty-four Scottish publications were reprinted in England in or before 1602; this amounted to 7.6 percent of the whole Edinburgh output; one further book was licensed but not printed. (These items are detailed in table A, which appears at the end of this essay.) Ninety-five of the extant Scottish publications, 30 percent, were news. This figure includes proclamations or announcements issued by both Crown and Kirk, ballads or tracts commenting on domestic affairs, and a small number of items commenting on foreign news. Indeed, it is worth noting that in contrast to the preponderance of foreign news in the English print market, many more domestic news items than foreign ones survive in Scotland. Of these news publications, ten were subsequently published in England, representing a sizeable portion of the total number of Scottish items published in London. Scottish reprints in England were small in number compared to, for instance, "nearly 140" French or "just under 60" Dutch news publications translated during Elizabeth's reign. 42 Scots news publications lagged behind even those from Italy and Spain (12 and 20, respectively) ; these comparisons of course reflect the small size of the Scottish book trade. 43 The topics covered in English editions of Scots works as a whole provide a helpful framework for considering news items as a genre, although categorizing publications is, of course, a subjective enterprise. Fourteen, or 58 percent, of these English editions of Scots publications were religious works. The Confession of Faith was published in England within a year of its appearance in Scotland, and Thomas Craig's Short Sum of the Whole Catechism, first licensed in 1581 to Thomas Mann, ran to five further English editions before the turn of the century. 44 James VI's Fruitfull Meditation on Revelation, although dealing with otherworldy concerns, doubtless exercised more than a purely spiritual appeal. This preponderance of godly works reflects broader trends, since religious titles "dominated the retail book trade" of Elizabethan England. 45 Seven items, just over a quarter of the total, dealt with historical or political themes, and the remaining handful comprised a mixture of literary works and academic or legal treatises.
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A full examination of the routes by which these items made their way to the environs of St. Paul's Churchyard would be a desirable, and sizeable, enterprise, but the prospects of recovering the southward journeys of Scottish news items do not appear encouraging. William Seres and Thomas Purfoot issued multiple editions of Lindsay's poetry, and Felix Kingston consistently served as the Presbyterian minister Robert Rollock's London printer, but otherwise few English printers (the person who physically created the items) or booksellers (usually, the person who funded the venture) carried a strongly Scottish "list. " 46 Although Thomas Vautrollier, the London-based Huguenot exile who enjoyed connections with the Scottish trade and James VI himself, was intermittently resident in Edinburgh during the early 1580s, this did not affect the flow of print to the same degree that Waldegrave's arrival would from 1590 onward. 47 Nevertheless, during Vautrollier's absences from England, his apprentice, Richard Field, issued a London edition of Patrick Adamson's defense of James VI's religious policies from the Vautrollier press, a text discussed in more detail below. In 1587 Vautrollier prepared the first known edition of Knox's History of the Reformation and a new edition of the Kirk's Psalms of David, popularly known as the Book of Common Order. 48 Presumably, both texts were at least partly intended for export. Otherwise, there is no evidence that Vautrollier maintained a strong relationship with either James VI or the Kirk. Following Vautrollier's death, Field issued James VI's Lepanto, which Vautrollier himself had first published as part of the Essays of a Prentise during his visit to Scotland, and in 1593 John Norton would turn to Field to print the Discouerie of the Vnnatural and Traiterous Conspiracie of Scottisch Papists, also discussed in more detail below. 49 The latter publication points toward Norton's broader connections with the Scottish trade, including a license to import English books to Edinburgh, and Norton evidently also exported Scottish books south. Since Norton lost a legal case in February 1593 to a group of Edinburgh bookmen, including Andro Hart, the Edinburgh bookseller with whom he had formerly enjoyed a partnership, it is tempting to speculate that this London edition was intended to preclude the necessity of buying stock from men with whom his business relations had recently soured. The earliest Scots news items published in this period were two ballads commenting on the assassination of James Stewart, Earl of Moray, in 1570, part of a larger Scottish corpus of material responding to Moray's demise. 51 Although only two of the Scottish ballads were published in London, the Englishman John Phillips's A Friendly Larum, penned in February 1570, contains a number of tantalizing hints that this author might have seen more of the corpus of Moray ballads. 52 Phillips's main concern in the Friendly Larum was the Northern Rebellion, but he also turned to Catholic treachery in a broader context. Among other cautionary tales, he offered readers the Scottish example of "Lorde Jeamie lately slaine. " The relatively casual nature of the reference-down to the use of the familiar "Jamie"-suggests that Phillips anticipated familiarity with the incident. Moreover, the imagery employed in Phillips's text suggests that he in turn had encountered Scottish ballads on this subject. The themes of Moray's royal blood, his conscientious administration of justice, Scotland's despair, and the method of assassination-a handgun-were all prominent in the Scottish response to his death. All of these elements, for instance, are present in the Edinburgh and London editions of the Regentis Tragedie. However, two phrases may suggest that Phillips had seen two other pieces responding to Moray's assassination, neither of which was printed in London. The first is his description of Moray's assassin as a "Tiger, " a comparison also made in Robert Sempill's The Admonitioun to the Lordis. 53 Second, the lament "Woe worth that Catifies hand" echoes the repeated cry of Sempill's Complaint of Scotland. 54 It is, of course, possible that Phillips had simply selected the images at random, drawing from a shared cultural background. Nevertheless, copies of both the Admonitoun and the Complaint had reached William Cecil, and it is possible that Phillips's echoes point to a circulation beyond the secretary's office. Regardless, in the context of the lack of Scots news before and after 1570, these publications serve to highlight the significance of the English rebellion and Scottish assassination of the winter of 1569-70 in rebalancing relations between the governments of James VI and Elizabeth I. 55 The next news item to be published was a Scottish proclamation issued on April 9, 1580, and licensed on November 19 that year for publication by Elizabeth's royal printer, Christopher Barker. 56 It opened by outlining the alleged objectives "of "newes from scotland" in england the bludie counsall of Trent," including the creation of divisions among Christian princes and-the main concern of the proclamation-the offer of education at seminaries on the Continent to lure young Scots away from the true faith. It concluded by giving the text of a number of anti-Catholic acts that were to be proclaimed at the market crosses of towns throughout Scotland. As the only extant Scottish proclamation printed in England, and by the queen's printer no less, this production was highly unusual, if not exceptional. An intriguing visit made by members of the Stationers' Company to Lambeth "about the Scottishe proclamacon" in 1595/6 might hint at subsequent circulation of Scots proclamations-or at least of items claiming to be Scots proclamations-although further details about the excursion, including the proclamation in question and why it was of concern to the Stationers, are unclear. 57 Patrick Adamson's A Declaratioun of the King Maiesties Intentioun and Meaning toward the Lait Actis of Parliament, published in 1585, set forth a vision of James as a godly Protestant prince similar to that enunciated in the 1580 proclamation. The acts alluded to in the title were the pieces of legislation designed to curb the power of the Kirk, passed in May 1584 and subsequently known as the Black Acts. This pamphlet was framed as a response to "some euill affectit men, that gois about, so fare as lyeth in thame, to inuent lies and calumnies, to stanzie & impair the Kings Maiesties fame and honour, and raisis brutis, as gif his Maiesie had declynit to Papistrie. " Adamson accordingly raised his pen in order "that his Maiesties faithfull subiects be not abusit with sic sclanderous reports, and his Hienes gude and affectionat friends in vther countries may understand the veritie of his vpricht intentioun. " 58 Such avowed concern for the good opinion of James's friends abroad suggests that this work should be considered alongside the 1584 edition of Essays of a Prentise as an early foray into the international image-making arena for James. There is also evidence that the Declaration aroused substantial interest in England: one London edition falsified Vautrollier's imprint, and a second edition was also issued, translating the text into English and framing the whole with a letter allegedly sent from "a gentleman in Scotland to a frend of his in England," explaining that due to time pressure he was simply enclosing a tract that contained the news rather than paraphrasing it in a letter. 59 A third London issue emerged in 1588, again falsifying publication details. 60 The interest in Scots news attested to by these three issues of the Declaration was piqued again by the "Spanish blanks" affair of 1593, the discovery of a collection of letters by prominent northern Catholic nobles directed to the king of Spain, including the two blank papers bearing the signature of George Gordon, sixth Earl and future Marquess of Huntly. 61 The discovery had led to criticism of James: at best, he was merely lax toward Catholics within Scotland; at worst, he had tacitly approved the plotters' activities. 62 In the aftermath of the plot, an English edition of the letters was issued, explaining that James had in fact been saved from this conspiracy only by "Gods great and mercifull prouidence." 63 Printed marginal commentary served to emphasize that this Catholic plot threatened not only Scotland but England, too. Since the text was entirely unaltered from its Scots original, James was described as "our king" to English readers, which doubtless would have delighted him. 64 Happier news emerged in 1594 with account of Prince Henry's baptism, recording the details of the celebrations and the presence of ambassadors sent by five foreign potentates. 65 Sadly for readers of the English edition, the London printer who reproduced the one extant tract lacked the necessary stock of woodcuts to emulate the two large representations of the quartered Scottish and Danish royal arms, but the message that the Stewarts were secure, internationally respected, and fecund nevertheless rang loud and clear. 66 The theme of treachery was featured again in the last publication to be discussed here. As with earlier plots, reports of the Gowrie conspiracy of 1600 provided an opportunity to show that James was the beneficiary of divine protection, although these traitors were not Catholic, as in 1593, but the hotter sort of Protestant. 67 This piece of news took approximately five weeks to reach the attention of London printers. 68 A second publication recounting the conspiracy survives in two editions, both claiming to have been produced by Waldegrave. 69 In fact, this is im plausible: while the type in one edition matches that used by Waldegrave, that used in the other "newes from scotland" in england 545
does not match Waldegrave's extant works. 70 It was therefore probably produced by another London printer. Forging a Waldegrave, rather than publishing a new edition, might point to a printer who was attempting to avoid advertising an association with the publisher of Martin Marprelate, or a desire to avoid paying a license fee, or perhaps simply an opportunistic attempt to cash in on a lucrative appetite for the original work. Scotland had no equivalent of the Stationers' Company, so there is no Scottish source comparable to the Stationers' Register, with details of items no longer extant. 71 However, scrutinizing the English register does reveal a number of publications likely to have had a Scottish provenance. (These are detailed in table B, which appears at the end of this essay.) While a now-lost Scottish printed pamphlet or ballad is not always certain provenance for these items, the title or its description in the register strongly suggests that these materials originated in Scotland. In the context of low survival rates for Scottish printed books, these possible identifications have potential use for our understandings of the Scottish book trade, particularly since a number appear to have been ephemera. Beyond a translation of a Spanish devotional work and a number of songs or ballads about which little information is given, five items reporting on news are recorded for which no Scottish counterpart is extant. Four of these discussed James VI's marriage: only one of these items survives, a short prose pamphlet; the three lost items comprised one pamphlet and two ballads. 72 It is worth noting that the royal wedding was not only the most fully covered Scottish event in London but also the most quickly reported: Anna made her official entry to Edinburgh on May 19, and the first English publication was licensed on May 23. 73 While we have seen that a prose account of Prince Henry's baptism is extant, and was evidently widely circulated in its original Scots edition as well as enjoying a London reprint, the Stationers' Register also provides evidence of a ballad on this occasion of pan-Britannic import. 74 Given the excitement surrounding James and Anna's wedding, the two-month delay before license was sought in England to publish on Henry's baptism is surprising. 75 Of course, not every item published in England was registered with the Stationers. 76 Further investigation of unregistered extant English tracts would probably reveal more Scottish ghosts. Take, for example, the famous pamphlet Newes from Scotland, Declaring the Damnable Life and Death of Dr Fian, a Notable Sorcerer, which cannot be matched to a title in the Stationers' Register. 77 More intriguingly, however, the title page of Newes from Scotland declared its authenticity by reassuring readers that it was "Published according to the Scottish Coppie." Indeed, given the alacrity with which James responded in print when faced with other crises, the existence of a Scottish report of the North Berwick Witch Trials is highly plausible. Licensed or not, Newes from Scotland had much to recommend it to an English publisher, since it combined two recurring themes among foreign items that infiltrated the English print market-namely, royal news and sensational events. 78 Beyond the circulation of Scots works, English authors also took up their pens to comment on Scottish affairs, whether in passing, as Phillips's Friendly Larum did, or in greater depth. The most readily identified group of such publications emerged as part of the furor surrounding Mary, Queen of Scots. Since these have to date received substantial attention, and since their discussion of her alleged activities was largely too outdated to be categorized as news, they will not be explored in detail here. 79 The Stationers' Register reveals ten items whose titles directly suggest Scottish content. Elizabeth issued six proclamations conveying news from Scotland: two in 1559-60 commenting on the Anglo-Scottish peace, and two in 1569-70 refuting rumors of her intention to kidnap James and explaining her reasons for sending an army to Scotland. One appeared in 1586 as part of a larger clutch of pieces commenting on Mary's execution, and the last, in 1596, declared peace on the borders. 80 The latter alluded to a "like proclamation" made by James VI. 81 In addition, two now-lost books described "newes from scotland" in england 547
Sussex's expedition to the Scottish Isles against the Irish of 1562, and a feud between the Elliots in Lidesdale and Englishmen of the "Phoenix"-perhaps a ship-in 1580. 82 Two ballads presented themselves as news from Scotland but in fact were accounts of fictional events. One recounted a divine manifestation of judgment on one "Jasper Coningham, " a Scot "lewd of life, " who dwelled in Aberdeen, and whose eyes fell out as a divinely imposed punishment for attempting to incite his sister to incest. 83 Other than the reference to Aberdeen, there is nothing particularly Scottish about this manifestation of divine will. By contrast, the second piece, by William Elderton, contains more local color and hints at a wider awareness of events in Scotland. Treason Conspired against the Young King of Scots is a fictional account of an unnamed bishop trying to kill the infant king of Scots with a poisoned posset, and the foiling of the plot by Andrew Brown, an Englishman in James's service. 84 After the Englishman had accomplished the heroic deed of saving the young monarch, a character called the "Earl of Morton" delivered a somewhat censorious speech to the "Douglases" on the theme of treason. Elderton was a prolific ballad writer; his earlier publications included commentary on the Northern Rising, even referring to discussions between Moray and the English Privy Council regarding Northumberland's handover. 85 In early 1570 Elderton was therefore well informed about events in Scotland, and it is possible that the nameless regicidal ecclesiastic was loosely based on John Hamilton, archbishop of St. Andrews, whose half-brother, James Hamilton, Earl of Arran and Duke of Châtelherault, was heir presumptive to James VI. As a result, in the aftermath of Moray's assassination by a distant, and more humble, relative, the archbishop was linked to both Moray's actual, and James VI's potential, murder. 86 In 1571 Hamilton was hanged in revenge for his alleged role in Moray's death the previous year; fittingly, this too was commemorated in verse. 87 While identifying Archbishop Hamilton with the murderous posset-wielding bishop is speculative, Elderton's "Earl of Morton" character was more clearly based on a real person, namely James Douglas, Earl of Morton and regent between 1572 and 1579. The appearance of the Morton character is curious, since Elderton's ballad was licensed on May 30, 1581, and Morton had been executed in January. Perhaps this usually well-informed author was subtly critiquing the execution of this noted Anglophile Scot, which had left James VI without his protection. More overt commentary would have proven unwise, since Morton's fall was a sensitive subject for the Elizabethan regime. 88 As we shall see in the following section, Morton's demise was not the only occasion when the English press eschewed the opportunity to either reprint or commission accounts of events in Edinburgh.
Thus far, this essay has focused on publications known to have received English attention, yet to understand their significance, it is necessary to contextualize them alongside the Scots news reports for which there is no evidence of a London edition. As noted above and shown in table A, although the English public had access to the religious materials published following the Reformation Rebellion, they apparently missed out on all the news published in Scotland between that event and 1570. This included the only known printed response to Mary's marriage to Darnley in 1565. 89 Despite lavish celebrations for James's baptism the following year, there is no known printed account of the wedding: even if such an item had been produced in England, given Elizabeth's distaste for Patrick Adamson's Latin verse celebration of James's birth, only a foolhardy English printer would have taken on the publication of such a potentially inflammatory piece. 90 The contrast with the four publications on James's nuptials twenty-five years later, and, in due course, with the publications on the baptism of his heir, is striking, and highly revealing regarding developments in both the print market and the state of Anglo-Scottish relations. Mary's deposition in 1567 led to an outburst of commentary in Scotland, in both print and other media, which excited the interest of English diplomats, who duly sent these items south; indeed, it was English diplomats' interest in Scots print that we have to thank for the survival of many ephemeral Scottish texts. 91 However, it was only with the 1571 publication of Buchanan's Ane Admonitioun Direct to the Trew Lordis that "newes from scotland" in england 549
English presses produced a narrative-albeit a partial one, subsumed by Buchanan's greater end of discrediting his political opponents-of the events between Darnley's murder and the present. The appearance of this piece in the year after the two ballads on Moray's assassination had reached the public hints at a broader willingness within the Elizabethan regime for events in Scotland to be publicized, which in turn reflects the greater acceptability of James VI's supporters, the king's party, as rulers of Scotland in the wake of the 1569 Northern Rising. 92 Indeed, Buchanan did not neglect to draw parallels between Elizabeth's rebels south of the border and troublesome individuals in Scotland. 93 Notably, John Daye produced two versions of the text, one that falsified a Scottish imprint and one that claimed to be produced "according to the Scottish copy. " 94 Two years earlier, the Englishman Thomas Norton's A Discourse Touching the Pretended Match betwene the Duke of Norfolke and the Queene of Scottes alluded to Mary's "horrible actes pubilkely knowen, " but refrained from mentioning specifics. 95 He referred to Darnley in passing, but the only accusation actually leveled against Mary was that she "could not like of " him. 96 Evidently, Norton could rely on the fact that some rumors about Mary were circulating among his readers, but he did not want to commit these to print. While two ballads appeared commenting on Moray's assassination in 1570, as discussed above, these were only the tip of the iceberg: a further thirteen pieces issued that year commenting directly on political events were also not picked up by London printers; neither was an uncontroversial last-dying-speech pamphlet. 97 Indeed, the English press apparently neglected all subsequent commentary on the ensuing civil war between the supporters of James VI and those who sought his mother's return to power. 98 Copies of all these items certainly reached London. As with the items relating to Mary's deposition, in many cases they survived because they were collected by English agents. 99 Before the 1580s, news published in England "tended to be official or art's Scotland (London, 1983) .
99. For example, Throckmorton to Elizabeth, July 19, 1567, London, BL, Calig. C.I, fol. 30r; Bawcutt, "Crossing the Border, " 63-65. semi-official"; it is therefore plausible that the lack of coverage of events in Scotland in this period was influenced by pressure from within the Elizabethan regime. 100 The lack of coverage of the Scottish civil war is particularly interesting in the broader context of print coverage of early modern wars. In general terms, reports of wars, especially those that entailed English soldiers serving abroad, were a major feature of news produced at home. 101 Indeed, throughout sixteenth-century Europe, conflict, especially civil conflict, caused controversy that could invigorate printing in cities beyond the great printing centers. 102 More specifically, English military activity in Scotland received substantial coverage in England earlier in the sixteenth century. One of the earliest extant state propaganda pieces produced in England dates from the Scots defeat at Flodden in 1513; likewise, the Rough Wooings of the 1540s prompted Englishmen, and Anglophile Scots, to take up their pens. 103 The last and bloodiest phase of the French wars of religion, fought from 1585 until 1598, saw numerous reports translated and published in London. 104 This flood of French tracts had been preceded by a persistent drip throughout the 1560s and 1570s. 105 Indeed, some French crises, such as the St. Bartholomew's Day massacre, preoccupied printers in both London and Edinburgh. 106 Even given the cessation in both fighting and publications between the edict of St.-Germain in August 1570 and the attempted assassination of Admiral Coligny in August 1572, the conflicts in Scotland and France overlapped sufficiently to bear comparison. The French topical publications reveal that the English did not suddenly and temporarily lose their interest in foreign wars in the early 1570s.
All this prompts the question: why were reports of the Scottish civil war not published in England? A large English army was present in Scotland from 1570 onward, and Elizabeth had even issued a proclamation to explain its deployment. 107 Nevertheless, not only were Scottish items not exported, but the war also apparently failed to rouse the muse of even one English soldier-poet. The first extant Englishproduced commentary on the fall of Edinburgh Castle, an event that took place in May 1573, was not published until 1575, and when it eventually did appear, the castle's fall was only one episode recalled in Churchyard's Chippes. 108 Yet, in the years before Churchyard's publication, there had been no shortage of opportunities to acquire material relating to Scottish events, from either printed sources or oral accounts of returning English soldiers. Like the wars in Ireland, conflict in Scotland over the Stewart, and so, ultimately, the Tudor, succession, may have been too close for comfort. 109 Indeed, the point can be extended beyond war reportage to coverage of assassinations. In 1566, the Duke of Guise, uncle of Mary, Queen of Scots, was assassinated in Paris, and the subsequent edict of the French council on this subject was published in London. 110 In 1567 Mary's husband, Henry, Lord Darnley, who had grown up in England and was accounted Elizabeth's subject, was assassinated in no less dramatic circumstances. Despite extensive commentary in Scotland, this apparently passed without remark in England: the first known English printed ballad on this event dates from 1579. 111 Comparing the English print response to the assassinations of Guise, Darnley, and Moray strongly suggests that the English market was highly responsive to the governmental mood toward Scotland.
It is useful to compare Churchyard's Johnny-come-lately account of the victory of the Anglo-Scottish force over Mary's supporters in Edinburgh Castle with Sempill's immediate response. Sempill's poem, published shortly after the castle had fallen, lavished praise upon his English comrades-in-arms, naming and lauding specific commanders, but Churchyard's account featured the Scots only as enemies and traitors holding Edinburgh Castle. 112 Despite a broad English interest in learning of the trials of their foreign coreligionists, Sempill's "brothers-in-Christ" stance is reflected neither by Churchyard nor in English writing more broadly, though of course these two authors cannot be taken to stand for their respective countries. Roger Mason has noted with reference to Holinshed's Chronicles that the unionist propaganda of the 1540s left very little mark on the English, and this conclusion is amply borne out by Churchyard and other English writers considered here. 113 Indeed, while many of Sempill's ballads openly address an English audience or exhort his readers to pray for Elizabeth and her council, none of these pieces found their way to St. Paul's Churchyard. 114 In some senses, Sempill was the heir to the "Britannic Protestant" tradition of the 1540s, and his neglect by the English press only underscores the extent to which his words fell upon deaf ears.
After the fall of Edinburgh Castle, the English army withdrew from Scotland, and opportunities to acquire news, in either oral or written form, would have declined as contact decreased. Criticisms of the current government of Scotland, such as Sempill's 1581 comment on Morton's arrest, did not obtain an English reprint. 115 This may be due to contemporary English anxiety about events in Scotland, but it also reflects a broader English reluctance to offend James VI publicly-including the censorship of the 1587 edition of Holinshed. 116 Moreover, the undoubtedly godly tone of John Colville's defense of the ultra-Protestant coup known as the Ruthven Raid, which took place on August 23, 1582, was not enough to secure it an English edition. 117 News of Scottish coups-namely Mary's deposition, Morton's execution, and the Ruthven Raid-was thus uniformly absent in London print despite the existence of Scottish commentary. There is no indication that Latin news publications were reissued. 118 In the case of Andrew Melville's celebration of Prince Henry's birth, the offense caused to Elizabeth by Henry's "Britannic" significance probably precluded further publication, regardless of language. 119 Given the role of English ambassadors in collecting and preserving ephemeral Scots news material, it is a sad irony that William Fowler's epitaph for Sir Robert Bowes, the English ambassador to Scotland, reached London in an edition by Waldegrave but did not apparently catch the eye of the English press. 120 "newes from scotland" in england 553 121 Thereafter, James VI's rule in Scotland became increasingly palatable in Westminster, and accordingly, coverage of events in his realm gradually increased. The significance of James VI's attempts to use the printed word to introduce himself to his subjects has long been acknowledged, although the period from the mid-1580s onward and James's own works have drawn the most scholarly interest. 122 Nevertheless, it should be recognized that James's anticipation of a southern readership for his work was not innovative, and although there was no coordinated effort by Scots to woo an English audience, occasional moves in this direction predated the publication of James's writings. In considering English editions of Scottish news, this essay has offered a snapshot of textual relations between England and Scotland in the forty years prior to the Union of the Crowns. The publication of Scots materials largely reflected the acceptability of a given event in Scotland to the Elizabethan regime. This meant that some of the most explicitly unionist rhetoric of pan-Protestant British solidarity articulated by authors such as Robert Sempill never reached Sempill's hoped-for partners. Ironically, it was probably the proximity of Scottish affairs to English events, in both geographical and metaphorical senses, that limited the arrival of news from Scotland. Although there is no direct evidence for censorship, if the widely accepted view that news remained sensitive to government sensibilities until the 1580s is correct, then for the earlier part of this period, it seems apparent that Scots news was treated with the same circumspection as domestic events. The number of items that crossed Cecil's desk but failed to reach a printer may indicate not that the English public were indifferent to Scottish news, but precisely the opposite. Conversely, circumstantial evidence emerges from this study of printed texts affirming that a lack of printed commentary did not entail a dearth of information: indeed, hints of larger-scale circulation of news through personal contacts of all kinds are particularly tantalizing. Despite an English penchant for "translating" Scots, reprints in Scots and the import of Scots books suggest that in fact Scots was largely comprehensible. Perhaps, therefore, these printed news items were exceptional not simply because they reached an English market, but rather because their popularity was such that demand rose to a level that imported stock was unable to meet. Turning to Edinburgh, this study of Scots books abroad suggests that the Edinburgh news network was much larger than the paucity of extant printed works implies. This contention is particularly bolstered by the identification of "ghosts" of now-lost Scots publications in English editions or Stationers' licenses. As the study of books, printers, and information networks in early modern Scotland progresses, the road south may prove a fruitful direction in the search for sources. 
